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QRK Systems has revolutionised office partitioning, 

offering a seamless, rubber-free look 

that will suit any aesthetic.

*PATENT GRANTED

TESTED TO AS2047-2014, AS4420.1-2016, AS1191-2002
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REFRAMING PERFECT DESIGN

Imagine a space free of unsightly lines. Complete architectural experiences 
where window and door frames blend seamlessly into your perfectly 

designed environment. Introducing QRK systems - the ultimate 
framing system for architects, builders and the aesthete in all of us.





Invisible 
Rubber

Create cleaner lines 
by concealing 

unsightly rubber

Our customisable aluminium covers 
hide the rubber and offer a 

long-lasting, unique aesthetic.

Seamless rubber-free look

Durable design with minimal upkeep

Subtle feature with a big impact

qrksystems.com.au

*PATENT GRANTED

TRADITIONAL FRAME QRK FRAME





107 x 50mm Centre Glazed - Single Tone

BOLD, YET CLASSY

Our innovative design lets you choose different 
colours for the frame and covers.

Customise to your corporate branding

Colour-code your business areas

Easier, cost-effective colour changes

Glass thickness up to 12.5mm

RW 36 (with 12.5mm Hush Glass, please refer to 
QRK SYS Acoustic Rating Table)

Available in the latest powder coat, anodised, 
woodgrain, stone, concrete, rust 
and linished finishes.

107 x 50mm Centre Glazed - Multi Tone

UNIQUE AND POWERFUL

Glass thickness up to 12.5mm

RW 36 (with 12.5mm Hush Glass, please refer 
to QRK SYS Acoustic Rating Table)

Available in the latest powder coat, 
anodised, woodgrain, stone, concrete, rust 

and linished finishes.

What to specify:
107x50mm Centre Glazed Single Tone and your desired finish

What to specify:

GAIN MORE COLOUR CHOICES THAN EVER BEFORE.

What to specify:
107 x 50mm Centre Glazed – Multi Tone and your desired frame and cover finishes

What to specify:

* Please contact QRK regarding hardware and door seal compatibility with QRK framing systems.





107 x 50mm Double Glazed 

QUIETLY STANDING OUT

Glass thickness up to 12.5mm

RW 48 (combination of 12.5mm & 10.5mm 
Hush Glass, please refer to QRK SYS Acoustic 

Rating Table)

Available in the latest powder coat, 
anodised, woodgrain, stone, concrete, rust 

and finished finishes.

What to specify:
107x50mm Double GLazed Frameand your desired frame and cover finish

What to specify:

* Please contact QRK regarding hardware and door seal compatibility with QRK framing systems.





60 x 30mm Centre Glazed

60 x 30mm Front Glazed

Glass thicknessup to 12.5mm

RW 36 (with 12.5mm Hush Glass, please refer to 
QRK SYS Acoustic Rating Table)

Available in the latest powder coat, anodised, 
woodgrain, stone, concrete, rust 
and linished finishes.

Glass thickness up to 12.5mm

RW 36 (with 12.5mm Hush Glass, please refer 
to QRK SYS Acoustic Rating Table)

Available in the latest powder coat, 
anodised, woodgrain, stone, concrete, rust 

and linished finishes.

What to specify:
QRK 60x30mm Centre Glazed Frame and your desired frame and cover finishes

What to specify:

SLEEK AND UNDERSTATED

MODERN AND MINIMALISTIC

WHAT TO  SPECIFY
What to specify:
What to specify:

QRK 60x30mm Front 
Glazed Frame 

and your desired finish

* Please contact QRK regarding hardware and door seal compatibility with QRK framing systems.



 



QRK Doors compliment 
all of the QRK Framing 
System Suites and 
maintain the visual 
appeal of hiding the 
glazing rubbers.

Available in either Narrow Door 
Stile (70x45mm) or Wide Door 
Stile (114x45mm) they can be 
used in hinged, sliding and 
automatic door configurations.

Glass thickness up to 12.5mm

RW 32 (with 10.5mm and 
12.5mm Hush Glass),

RW 33 (with 10.5mm Hush Glass 
and insert).

Please refer to QRK SYS 
Acoustic Rating Table)

Available in the latest powder 
coat, anodised, woodgrain, 
stone, concrete, rust 
and linished finishes.

QRK Doors

* Please contact QRK regarding hardware and door seal compatibility with QRK framing systems.





QRK utilises the best auto 
door brands in Australia 
to provide the perfect 
solution for your needs. 

Whether your project requires 
sliding, hinged or revolving 
automatic doors QRK can 
accomodate, further more we 
can match your automatic door 
operators beams and pelmets 
to your QRK framing finishes.

QRK Touchless Automatic Doors 
are not only safe and reliable, 
but they look great too by 
providing finishes never before 
imagined.

QRK Touchless Automatic Doors

SAFE AND SECURE





FINISHING TOUCHES

QRK offers a versatile architectural 
batten system in a wide range 
of sizes and are suitable for use 
in commercial, residential and 
industrial environments.

QRK’s battens can be aligned 
vertically, horizontally or  diagonally 
and are suitable for interior and 
exterior applications.

Available in the latest powder 
coat, anodised, woodgrain, stone, 
concrete, rust and finished finishes.

QRK 
Battens





Complete your look with QRK’s single and two 
tone aluminium hinges from McCallum. 

McCallum Aluminium Hinges are highly 
regarded as the premium aluminium hinge 
in Australia, QRK can take this a step further 
by finishing them in the latest powder coat, 
anodised, woodgrain, stone, concrete, rust 
and linished finishes including two tone for 
contrasting doors and door frames allowing 
your hinges to blend seamlessly into your 
QRK Framing.

Hinges

WHAT TO  SPECIFY

QRK Hinges 
and your desired finish / finishes 

(nominate door and frame finishes 

for two tone), door and frame 

material.

QRK has developed an Acoustic Seal 
designed to provide optimal acoustic 

performance whilst blending seamlessly 
into the door stops and framing.

QRK’s Acoustic Seal is an easy to install and cost-
effective door seal, without compromising on 

performance. Available in Black or Clear to match 
your colour scheme.

RW 33 (please refer to QRK SYS 
Acoustic Rating Table)

Acoustic Seals





Tech Panels

Easily match your 
colour scheme

Wide variety of 
options available

What to specify:
QRK Standard Tech Panel  
and your desired finish or QRK Custom Tech Panel

What to specify:

QRK’s standard Tech Panel 
measures 107x300mm 

or 60x300mm (up to 
3000mm high) with or 

without shadow line 
and a removable cover 

which blends seamlessly 
into your QRK Framing. 

Bespoke panels can also 
be custom made to your 

specifications.

RW 44 – 107 x 300mm Tech Panel 
(suits 107mm Framing)

RW41 – 60 x 300mm Tech Panel 
(suits 60mm Framing)

(Please refer to QRK SYS Acoustic 
Ratings Table) 

 

Not only are tech panels 
a striking feature for any 
office fit out, they are also 
the perfect tech hub for all 
your client’s room booking, 
electrical, air conditioning 
and access control devices.

Available in the latest 
powder coat, woodgrain, 
stone, concrete, rust and 
linished finishes.





QRK Metal Ceiling Tiles
Metal Ceiling Tiles create an 
impressive visual asthetic in your 
perfectley designed environment.

QRK’s Metal Ceiling Tiles come in 
a range of perforation choices 

and sizes ro suit your needs. 

Available in the latest powder 
coat, anodised, woodgrain, 

stone, concrete, rust and 
linished finishes.
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Exclusive to:

*PATENT PENDING




